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/ SUMMARY

The intra-oceanic New Hebrides island arc lies in the southwestern

Pacific Ocean, marking the subduction zone of the Australia-India plate, whlch

moves eastward beneath the North Fiji Basin and Pacific plate. In this

proposaI, we advocate ODP drilling in the central New Hebrides arc because

within a relatively small geographic area, it provides numerous drilling sites

for investigating the geologic processes of an island arc, one that may have

undergone a reversaI in the polarity of subduction. The complex tectonics of

this arc involves the d'Entrecasteaux zone (DEZ), which is an aseismic ridge

that collides with the central New Hehrides arc, clogging the trench,

deforming the arc, and providing an opportunity to investigate in detail the

processes governing such collisions. Other major geologic problems that can
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be investigated by drilling in this arc include: 1) the processes involved in

the evolution of intra-arc basins; such basins within and outside of the zone

of influence of arc-ridge collision can he studied and compared, 2) the

magma tic evolution of arcs during major changes in tectonic environment,

including arc-ridge collision and the possible change in the polarity of

subduction, and 3) back-arc tectonics. A large amount of recent geophysical

data, including about 3000 km of multichannel seismic reflection data, shows

that the New Hebrides arc provides excellent drilling targets to investigate

these processes.

The impingement of the DEZ against the arc has altered greatly the arc's

morphology and structure in that near the impact zone, mountainous islands

have risen adjacent to the trench. A large, intra-arc basin, substantially

deeper than any other basin in this arc, formed directly east of the impact

zone. Furthermore, in the back-arc area an extensional province that extends

nearly continuously along the arc disappears abruptly directly east of the
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collision. Clearly, the tectonics of the New Hebrides region includes a

collision zone with widespread, profound influence on arc evolution. One aid

to study of this collision zone is that the DEZ impinges nearly

perpendicularly on the arc. This simple geometry obviates the need to drill

hales distributed longitudinally along the arc to determine the history of

arc-ridge interaction.

Drill sites in the forearc area, near the collision of the DEZ and arc,

are designed in part to determine the influence ridge composition and

structure have on the style of accretion and on the type of slope structures

produced during collision. Near the New Hebrides trench,: the DEZ comprises

two sub-parallel, east-trending ridges. Paleogene mid-ocean ridge basaIt

(MORB) has been dredged from the north ridge. Although no samples are

available from the south ridge, multichannel seismic reflection data show that

rocks in this ridge include a great thickness (3 ta 4 km) of layered rocks

that are probably sedimentary. Thus, the two ridges apparently differ greatly

in genesis and lithology. This l~thologic difference is mirrored by the

contrasting arc deformation caused by the collision of ridge and arc: the

north ridge is being subducted beneath the forearc slope without formation of

large "bow-wave" structures, whereas a large bathyrnetric high, the

Bougainville Spur, lies along the eastward projection of the DEZ's south

ridge. Seismic data do not show an obvious subduction zone near this spur.

One possibility to explain the absence of such a zone is that ridqe rocks or

oceanic crust are being obducted over the slope. Two proposed drill sites

will help characterize these contrasting mechanisms of subduction and

accretion by showing the composition and age of rocks in each ridge. Two

other sites will penetrate the slope rocks, not only to determine their

lithology but also to provide an estimate of the amount of ridge rocks that
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are incorporated into the accretionary wedge. We also will attempt to

determine the role of pore fluids in the development of .collision structures

by measuring pore-fluid pressure at these drill sites. A study of the

provenance of sediment in a basin between the two ridges of the DEZ may show

when arc-derived material was first incorporated into basin sediment, giving

one of the better estimates of when the arc and the basin near the site first

came close together.

To investigate the evolution of intra-arc basins, we propose to drill at

three sites in the summit basins of this arc: two sites in the North Aoba and

one in the Torres-Santa Cruz Basin. Beth of these basins contain rocks of

probable Miocene and younger age. The drill sites in the North Aoba Basin

will show the provenance, age, paleobathymetry, and lithology of basin fill,

from which we can derive the rate and timing of basin subsidence and

fliling. We helieve that a major eplsode of basin subsidence correlates

temporally wlth the beginning of collision of the DEZ with the arc. The site

in the Torres-Santa Cruz basin is extremely important to this study of arc

processes in that it provides a datum, from an area unaffected by collision,

with which data from sites in the collision zone can he compared.

The magma tic evolution of this island arc can he investigated using data

from the proposed drill sites in the intra-arc basins. The main goals are to

establish major compositional trends of volcanic ashes and the timing of

volcanic pulses. An important facet of this study is to relate volcanic

processes to the unsteady tectonic environment of this arc caused by the

collision of the DEZ and the hypothesized late Cenozoic flip in subduction

polarity. The chronology and chemistry of volcanic ashes will he most use fui

when the results from sites near the collision zone of the DEZ are compared to

results from the site away from this zone. If the polarity of subduction
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reversed, ash chemistry may show a distinct change that marked magma

generation first from crust of the Pacific plate and Fiji Basin and later from

crust of the Australia-India plate.

A back-arc trough extends almost the length of the New Hebrides arc

except directly east of where the arc and DEZ collide. Back-arc structures

include horsts and grabens with fIat floors that are covered locally by

volcanic seamounts. These grabens may reflect incipient formation of back-arc

crust. Drilling in the grabens would elucidate the basic processes involved

in the formation of this back-arc province: did new oceanic crust form during

this extension, when did the rifing occur, and what is the tectonic connection

between formation of the North Fiji Basin and development of the New Hebrides

arc.

INTRODUCTION

The robust seismicity and volcanism of the central New Hebrides arc

result from the eastward subduction of the Australia-India plate beneath the

Pacific plate. This subduction occurs at about 10 cm/yr, nearly perpendiculal

to the arc. The drilling we propose is designed to investigate basic

processes that govern the evolution of island arcs in general. We propose to

drill at 13 sites: six sites in the collision zone of the New Hebrides arc

with a major submarine mountain system, three sites in intra-arc basins to

determine the evolution not only of the basins but of the magmatic arc as

weIl, and four sites in the back-arc area to investigate the possible

formation there of oceanic crust. These sites are ail within short transit

distances of each other, making detailed study of this arc an efficient way to

determine the processes active in island-arc evolution.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING OF THE NEW HEBRIDES ARC

The New Hebrides island arc is part of a narrow, sinuous, Cenozoic

volcanic chain that extends from Papua New Guinea through the Solomon Islands,

Vanuatu (New Hebrides), Fiji, Tonga, and the Kermadec Islands to New

Zealand. The New Hebrldes arc extends for a distance of 1,700 km from the

Santa Cruz Islands (eastern part of the Solomon Islands) in the north to the

Matthew and Hunter Islands (eastern part of the territorles of New Caledonla)

in the south. The territorial islands of Vanuatu extend for 1,450 km from

north to south (Fig. 1).

The New Hebrides Trench trends northwest-southeast and marks the boundary

between the Australia-India plate and the Pacific plate (Fig. 1). The maximum

depth of this trench ranges from over 8,000 m in the north, near the west-

trending San Cristobal Trench of the Solomon Islands, to about 7,500 m at its

southern terminus near the east-trending Hunter Trench. The geomorphic trench

is absent opposite Malakula and Espiritu Santo Islands where the

d'Entrecasteaux Zone (DEZ) abuts the west flank of the arc.

Relative motion between the two plates is 10 cm/yr with the Australia-

India plate moving N 75 0 E (Minster, Jordan, 1978; Pascal and others, 1978;

Isacks and others, 1980). Absolute motion of the North Fiji Basin is la cm/yr

northwestward (Minster and Jordan, 1978; AAPG, 1982), and west of Vanuatu, the

Australia-India plate moves at approximately 6 cm/yr.

Between the southern New Hebrides Trench and the Loyalty Ridge to the

west lies the North Loyalty Basin where the ocean is about 4,000-5,000 m

deep. The Deep Sea Drilling Project drilled into rocks of this basin (DSDP

Site 286) in 1973 and found that the basement consists of middle Eocene

oceanic crust (Andrews, Packham and others, 1975). The Loyalty Ridge trends

northwest through this oceanic basin and consists of island-arc volcanic rocks
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that are presently being subducted at the southern New Hehrides Trench (Carney

and MacFarlane, ln prep.).

West of the Loyalty Ridge Iles the New Caledonia Ridge, which extends

northwestward and becomes the submarine ridge of the DEZ. The DEZ may have

been a subduction zone in the late Eocene that was uplifted and exposed ln

Miocene time (Daniel and others, 1977; Maillet and others, 1983). This

arcuate ridge comprises horsts and grabens and is approximately 100 km wide.

It extends eastward to end in the central New Hebrides Trench where it is

presently belng subducted near Malakula and Espiritu Santo Islands. Near

these islands, the DEZ is composed of two east-trending ridges. Paleogene

MORB was dredged from the north ridge of the DEZ and multichannel selsmic

reflection data show that the sou il. ridge is made up of stratified, prohably

sedimentary rocks. This difference in lithology seems to be mirrored in the

deformation the two ridges have induced in the accretionary wedge of the New

Hebrldes arc. The north ridge is being subducted without formation of any

large slope structures. However, along the strike of the ~outh ridge, a large

bathymetric protruberance, the Bougainville Spur, projects 4,000 m above the

oceanic plain. Seismic reflection data do not reveal a subduction zone

beneath this spur, suggesting that some or most the south ridge is being

accreted (Daniel and Katz, 1981). The east dipping 8enioff zone is continuous

despite the subduction of the DEZ (Pascal and others, 1978; rsacKs and others,

1980; Louat and others, in prep.; Carney and Macfarlane, in prep.).

North of the DEZ lies the oceanic West Torres Plateau, which has unknown

crustal affinity. Water depth over this plateau is as shallow as 1,000 m.

East of the New Hebrides arc lies the North Fiji Basin, an active

marginal sea of middle to late Miocene age (Malahoff and others, 1982). It is

a relatively shallow, open-ocean basin with water depths generally not greater
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than 3,000 m. The basin is floored by oceanic crust that exhibits high heat

flow (Larue and others, 1982). The North Fiji Basin is bounded on the north

by a ridge that supports the inactive volcanic islands of Mitre and Anuta,

which may have been formed during Miocene southwestward subduction of the

Pacific plate at the Vitiaz Trench (Jezek and others, 1977). The North Fiji

Basin is separated from the Oligocene South Fiji Basin by the northeast

trending Hunter fracture zone.

The forearc of the New Hebrides islands includes a flat-topped ridge,

100-150 km wide, from which Malakula, Espiritu Santo and the Torres Islands

project. South of the island of Anatom (Aneityum), the forearc ridge is

poorly developed, consisting primarily of a narrow ridge with sharp relief

along the crest (Karig and Mammerickx, 1972; Monzier and others, 1983). The

volcanic arc lies east of the forearc area and consists of a chain of

volcanoes, many of which are active. Most of the volcanoes lie 130-150 km

east of the trench; however, volcanoes on Efate, Matthew, and Hunter Islands

lie within 100 km of the trench. The back-arc area lies between the volcanic

arc and the North Fiji Basin and includes an uplifted horst that supports the

islands of Maewo and Pentecost. Also included in this area are the back-arc

grabens; a series of northern grabens extends northward from Maewo, and a

single southern graben, the Coriolis Trough, trends southward from Pentecost

(Karig and Mammerickx, 1972; Dubois and others, 1978). The volcanic islands

Vot Tande and Futuna are perched on the steep western scarp of the Coriohs

trough.

The summit basins of Vanuatu were first described by Luyendyk and others

(1974) who interpreted them as a late-stage extensional features. These

basins form a nearly continuous "median sedimentary basin" (Ravenne and

others, 1977). The North and South Aoba Basins have greater bathymetric
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expression than does any other basin on the New Hebrides arc summit. Both

basins are over 70 km wide and lie beneath 2,000-3,000 m of water. They are

divided by the active volcano forming Aoba Island (Carney and MacFarlane,

1980; Katz, 1981). Seismic-refraction data suggest that both basins contain 5

to 6 km of sedimentary rocks. Carney and MacFarlane (1980) described these

basins as asymmetric in east-west cross-section and containing thick deposits

of Miocene to Recent sediments.

Rocks exposed on the New Hebrides islands show that three volcanic arcs

were active in different areas. The oldest arc yielded voluminous early

Miocene volcanic rocks that are exposed chiefly along the western chain of

islands -- Espiritu Santo and Malekula Islands. During the late Miocene and

Pliocene, the volcanic arc lay alonq the eastern island chain formed by

Pentecost and Maewo Islands. The youngest volcanic arc, active during and

since the Pliocene, has built the middle chain of islands that extends from

Efate to Vanua Lava Islands.

The evolution of the New Hebrides arc is poorly understood and many

hypotheses have been advanced to explain formation of the forearc ridge,

volcanic arc, and backarc (e.g., Chase, 1971; Pascal and others, 1973; Falvey,

1975; Coleman and Packham, 1976; Ravenne and others, 1977; Carney and

MacFarlane, 1976, 1980, 1982; Katz, in prep.). In one hypothesis~ a reversal

of subduction polarity occurred in late middle Miocene time. Prior to this

reversal, the Vitiaz Trench was an active subduction zone formed as a west

dipping slab of the Pacific plate was subducted beneath the Australia-India

plate. The direction of subduction shifted to an east-dipping Benioff zone

with the Australia-India plate being subducted beneath the Pacific plate

<Chase, 1971; Carney and MacFarlane, 1976, 1980; MacFarlane and Carney, in

prep.). In an alternative hypothesis, no shift in suhduction direction
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~ occurr~d,.and the present arc configuration is the result of a continuous

. east-d~pp~ng subduction zone (Luyendyk and others, 1974, Carney and

MacFarlane, 1977; Hanus and Vanek, 1983; Katz, in prep.). On the basis of the

distribution of earthquake foci along the New Hebrides Benioff zone, Hanus and

Vanek (1983) concluded that two differently inclined slabs exist at

intermediate depths. They argue that these slabs were produced from two

consecutive subduction cycles of the same polarity and that these two cycles

can explain the shifting volcanic axis and the formation of the North and

South Aoba Basins. Similarly, Louat and others (in prep.l concluded that

there has only been eastward subduction, and a steepening Benioff zone has

been responsible for the migration of the volcanic axis.

The troughs at the rear of the New Hebrides island arc were discovered in

1966 during the cruise of the ORSTOM RjV Coriolis (de Chalvron and others,

1966; Puech and Reichenfeld, 1968, 1969). These trouqhs are shawn on the

bathymetric maps of Scripps Institute of OCeanography (Mammerickx and others,

1971), on the ORSTOM map (Monzier and others, 1982), and on the USGS maps

constructed for the ANZUS Tripartite-CCOPjSOPAC investigations (Chase and

others, in press). In the northern and southern parts of the arc, these

troughs separa te the island arc and the North Fiji Basin; they are absent in

the central part of the arc, east of the islands of Maewo and Pentecost.

Karig and Mammerickx (1971) interpreted the back-arc structures as en-

echelon inter-arc basins and Luyendyk and others (1974) believed them to be

extensional features, although they could locate no new oceanic crust. Dubois

and others (1975, 1978) proposed that these troughs formed by deep-seated

magmatic and tector.'c processes that involved considerable faulting. The most

recent work in the area suggests that these trouqhs were caused by a change in

the island arc's stress field, possibly due to the initial collision of the

DEZ (Collot and others, 1985; Burne and others, in press).
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The back-arc troughs south of the collision of the DEZ and arc generally

include two grabens with a separating horst. Based on single-channel seismic

reflection profiles, the troughs appear to he tensional features exhibiting

two distinct morphologies: (1) narrow, fIat bottomed grabens filled with deep

sediment that returns strong reflections and is overlain at an angular

unconformity by a less-reflective unit; and (2) wide, troughs with irregular

floors, that contain no sediment returning strong, organized reflections.

This absence of reflective sediment contrasts with the layered sedimentary

rocks covering the seafloor of the North Fiji Basin and the thick sedimentary

pile of the New Hebrides arc's eastern slope. Seamounts project locally above

the floor of the back-arc troughs, and high magnetic anomalies over these

seamounts suggest that they are of volcanic origin.

The back-arc troughs north of the collision zone of the DEZ and- arc are

not as weIl known as the scuthern ones. The northern troughs appear complex

in that there may he as many as three sub-parallel troughs; their combined

width being much greater than the width of the single southern trough (Fig.

21 ) •

Seismic refraction data from the southern troughs (Pontoise et al, 1982)

indicate that 2 to 3 km of low-velocity (2.0 to 3.5 km/s) rocks overlie a

high-velocity (6.0 km/s) basement. In these troughs, single-channel seismic

lines show weak disorganized reflections which appear to result from the

heterogeneity and complexity of the tectonized structures. Thus, low

velocities indicated by refraction data could represent the average velocities

of rocks of varied origin and nature. Gravity modeling, (Collot and Malahoff,

1982) do not indicate a significant difference between the crust of the

troughs and the crust of the North Fiji Basin, bath of which are different

than the crust of the New Hebrides island arc.
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Shallow earthquakes occur along these troughs (Coudert and others, 1981;

Chatelain, pers. corn.). Well-defined hypocenters lie between 10 and 20 km

depth, slightly deeper than mid-ocean ridge earthquakes. Locating events

recorded by the ORSTOM-Cornell network is still in process (Chatelain, pers.

comm.), but Coudert and others (1981) report that focal mechanisms show normal

faulting on the southern flank of the trough.

A recent petrological study of dredged samples collected alonq the back

arc troughs shows that most of the samples are related to island arc volcanism

(Vallot, 1984). However, sorne of the basalts dredged at 18°5 latitude along

the eastern scarps of the southern trough are cléarly marginal-basin tholeitic

basalts. To the south of Futuna Island and on the eastern scarp of the

trough, samples dredged at 20°5 latitude range from ankaramites and olivine

basalts to plagioclase-rich basalts. These samples are geochemically similar

ta those derived from the volcano on Tanna Island and may result from an

independent volcanic complex like that which crops out on Futuna Island.

The back-arc troughs of the New Hebrides arc are believed to represent

well defined examples of crustal extension between an active island arc and

the active, marginal North Fiji Basin. These troughs may have developed by

the onset of a double-axis spreading system in the marginal basin or from a

jump of the axis of extension. They represent the initial extension of the

crust in a purely oceanic environment. No other example of Recent spreading

in this tectonic context is known from the southwestern Pacific.

SITE PROPOSALS

In this section, proposed drill sites are arranged according ta major

themes of island-arc evolution. The sites for each theme are described in the

order of their priority. We descibe first those sites with results bearing
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primarily on arc-ridge collision, then those sites concerning the evolution of

magmatic arcs, subduction-polarity reversals, and intra-arc basins, and

finally those sites that describe the development of back-arc areas.

Arc-Ridge Collision

We propose to drill six sites to investigate the timing and kinematics of

arc-ridge collision as well as the style of accretion and deforrnation of rocks

now part of the arc by dint of the collision (Fig. 2). Numerous high-standing

features surmount the ocean floor in the South Pacific, suggesting that

collisions of oceanic features with subduction zones occur commonly.

Processes involved in such collisions probably constitute a fundamental force

in the evolution of the forearc areas of island arcs. As described above, the

collision zone of the New Hebrides arc and the DEZ is evident not only in

anomalous forearc features but also in the structures of a summit basin and

back-arc area. This clear, arc-wide expression gives this collision zone high

priority in studies that seek to show the full spectrum of colli5ion-related

arc processes. Thus, it must he borne in mind that drill sites proposed

herein and intended primarily to explain the formation of intra-arc basins and

back-arc features will also contribute greatly to understanding the processes

of forearc collision.

In the region of the central New Hebrides island arc the DEZ comprises

two aseismic ridges, major arcuate mountains that extend as submarine

eminences from near New Caledonia to their eastern end in the New Hebrides

trench. Earthquake seismicity suggests that both ridges of the DEZ are being

subducted beneath the arc without warping or disrupting the Benioff zone

(Pascal and others, 1978; Isacks and others, 1980). Nevertheless, these

ridges produce contrasting deformation in arc rocks: the north ridge is being
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subducted without development of large slope structures, whereas the south

ridge has caused a larqe seamount to form and parts of this ridqe or oceanic

crust are apparently being obducted. The drill sites were chosen in part to

establish what, if any, relationship exists between the style of forearc

deformation and the physical properties of the impinging rocks. Another

important goal of the drilling is to establish the time of onset of major

deformation caused by collision, so that collision, magmatic evolution,

summit-basin development, and back-arc tectonics can aIl be put into a

temporal contexte

Proposed Drill Site DEZ-1: This site is located within the collision zone of

the DEZ, on the lower slope of the New Hebrides arc alonq the strike of the

DEZ's north ridge. (Fig. 2). Crossing multichannel and high-resolution

seismic lines are available for this site as are qravity and magnetic data.

Seismic line 104 (Fig. 3) extends eastward along this ridges's crest, through

the proposed drill site, to as close to Espiritu Santo Island as was safe for

the ship to passe The north ridge stands about 2 km above the abyssal oceanic

plain and 1.5 km higher than the seabottom over the Central d'Entrecasteaux

Basin (Fig. 2).

West of the arc's lower slope, sorne local reflections from the north

ridge show that rocks there are coarsely layered and have an apparent west

dip. Most of the ridge-forming rocks, however, are non-reflective, suggesting

that a large part of the ridge is MORB, as indicated by dredged samples. The

nearly horizontal reflection from the top of the ridge can be traced beneat~

the arc's lower slope. Thus, thls ridge is being subducted without apparent

major deformatlon of the ridge rocks. Reflections from the lower-slope rocks

are incoherent. In fact, most seismlc events from these rocks are
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1
diffractions, suggesting that considerable stratal disruption has attended

insertion of the north ridge. Conspicuously absent are large "bow-wave"

structures that, in concept, form by slope rocks' being displaced by the

ridge's volume. Other seismic lines in this area show a similar absence of

large slope structures.

The purpose for drilling at this site is to investigate the basic

processes involved in arc-ridge collision. Specifically, we want to determine

when collision began and the amount and type of material accreted from the

ridge to the arc. Rocks penetrated at proposed site DEZ-l will include not

only rocks in the arc's lower slope but those in the DEZ's north ridge as

well." We will determine the lithology, induration, and age of ridge rocks;

these physical properies may be relateo to the type of slope stuctures induced

by collision. This lithologie identification of rldge rocks is also important

to the understanding of the process of accretion in collision zones--what

amount of material has been removed from the ridge and lncorporated into the

slope rocks. Analysis of the provenance of rocks in the Central

d'Entrecasteaux basin (see description for site DEZ6) rnay help us to determlne

when the basin near this site came close to the arc by showing when arc

derived material first reached this hasin. This time can be cornpared to the

timing of magma tic pulses and changes in the chernistry of volcanic rocks to

undertand deep-seated effects of collision.

Proposed Drill Site DEZ-2: This site is located near the summit of the

Bougainville Spur, a large hathymetric feature formeo on the lower arc slope

along the strike of the south rldge of the DEZ (Fig. 2). Crossing

multlchannel and high-resolutlon selsmlc lines are avallable for this site as

are gravity and magnetic data. Seismic line 100 (Fig. 5) shows that rocks
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within the North Loyalty Basin rise toward the arc instead of dipping down to

the east into a subduction zone. A strong reflection marks what is probably

the top of the oceanic crust or of south-ridge rocks. These highly reflective

rocks rise about 1000 m eastward toward the Bougainville Spur. The

sedimentary section that lies above the highly reflective rocks thins

gradually westward from the spur, possibly forming a large submarine fan. The

youngest deep-water sediments, however, onlap this fan in abrupt discordant

contact (Fig. 5). This contact probably marks the begining of uplift of the

deep-water rocks as the Bougainville spur hegan to forme

Rocks that cap the Bougainville Spur are parallel bedded and do not

thicken eastward toward the large normal(?) fault along which these rocks

rotated downward, indicating that fault movement is recent (Fig. 6). One

possible inter~retation is that rocks near the peak of the spur were uplifted

by a major, undetected, thrust fault that forms the suture between arc and

deep-water rocks and that concurrently rocks east of the spur were dropped

downward ~long the large, normal(?) fault. Rocks in the large rotated block

that forms the spur have uncertain affinity: they could he previously

obducted south-ridge or oceanic rocks, or they could he arc rocks.

The main purpose for drilling at site DEZ-2 is to understand the

mechanism by which rocks from oceanic features are accreted or smeared onto

island arcs. Most of the east dipping rocks near the summit of the spur

predate rotation of this block and drilling at this site would provide

critical information about the time of major deformation caused by the DEZ.

Drilling would also determine the type of accretion or deformation that

occured: whether a large block of south-ridge rocks was smeared along the

slope or whether rocks in the spur are mainly derived from the arc.
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Used in conjunction with results from drilling at site DEZ-3, data from

site DEZ-2 would show how far deep-water rocks extend up the arc's slope and

how far arc-derived rocks extend down toward the trench. The time of

deformation determined from site DEZ-2 will he compared to the time of

deformation of the intra-arc basin and to the time of magma tic episodes and

chemistry changes to establish whether the collision and events in the intra

arc basin and magmatic arc were contemporaneous.

Proposed Drill Site DEZ-3: This drill site is located within the North

Loyalty Basin, along the south flank of the DEZ's south ridge (Fig. 2).

Crossing multichannel and high-resolution seismic lines are available for this

s~te as are gravity and magnetic data. A major bathymetric feature, the

Bougainville Spur (Fig. 2), projects above the arc's slope along the strike of

the south ridge. The peak of this spur is as shallow as 750 m, and less than

16 km west of this peak, the seafloor plunges downward to a depth of about

4100 m, the level of the oceap plain. Rocks in the North Loyalty Basin were

penetrated at DSDP site 286 (Andrews, Packh~~ and others, 1975) and were found

to be clastic rocks as old as Eocene overlying Eocene oceanic crust.

Seismic line 100 (Fig. 5) crosses east-west over the Bougainville Spur,

where the New Hebrides trench would be located, if it were not clogged by the

DEZ. Rocks from the ocean plain rise gradually toward the arc by about 1000

m. The strong reflection at the base of the ahyssal section is most likely

from the oceanic crust or from south-ridge rocks. The absence of strong

magnetic anomalies over the spur suggest that the risinq rocks are most likely

sedimentary rocks of the south ridge. Reflections from the same rising, basal

rocks are evident on seismic line 107 (Fig. 7), wh~ch crosses north-south over

the spur and passes through the proposed drill site DEZ-3. Reflections from
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the basal rocks rise toward the arc, nearly joining with outwardly similar

strong reflections from rocks within the Bouganville Spur that descend toward

the oceanic plate. A zone of disrupted reflections separates the rising and

descending reflection sequences and warns against correlating these sequences.

This zone could mark a suture between presently obducting south-ridge rocks

and either arc-derived rocks or previously obducted rocks.

The main benefits from drilling at site DEZ-3 lie in understanding the

processes whereby rocks are accreted cnte the slopes of island arcs. Rocks

penetrated at site DEZ-3 will include not only the shallow sedimentary

section, but also the basal, strongly reflective rock sequence (Fig. 8). This

information may show the affinity of the basal rocks, whether south-ridge,

oceanic, or arc, and thus, the style of accretion or deformation that has

occurred. Results from site DEZ-3 will be most informative when used in

conjunction with results from site DEZ-1, to help explain the difference in

deformation at the two ridges, and in conjunction with site DEZ-2 to determine

the amount of material accreted cnte the arc slope or derived from the arc

itself and involved in the deformation that produced the Bougainville Spur.

Proposed Drill Site DEZ-4: This site is located on the arc's slope, within the

Central d'Entrecasteaux Basin (Fig. 2). Crossing multichannel and high

resolution seismic lines are available for this site as are gravity and

magnetic data. The north and south ridges of the DEZ and the arc's slope

confine this basin. The collision of the DEZ and arc is thought to have

caused rapid uplift and deformation of rocks on F.spiritu Santo and Malekula

Islands. These rising land masses have shed considerable sediment to the

east, into an intra-arc basin, and to the west, toward the trench. Seismic

line 12 shows sediment that was transported toward the trench and forms a
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large trenchward prograding fan that was deposited on top of lower-slope rocks

(Figs. 9 and la). This fan is locally disrupted by small thrust faults that

attest to relative motion between rocks in the Central d'Entrecasteaux Basin

and the arc. However, nearly all strata in the fan dip toward the trench.

This dip direction and the small size of structures that deform the fan show

that the main processes affecting fan development were depositional not

structural. Parallel strata of the Central d'Entrecasteaux Basin that are now

being subducted can he traced for at least 30 km beneath the lower arc slope.

The main reasons for drilling at site DEZ-4 are to determine the minimum

time when collision of the DEZ started by dating the large slope fan and by

showing the type of sediment delivered to the Central d'Entrecasteaux basin.

At this site the drill will penetrate rocks in the fan and subducting rocks.

By providing data for studies of the provenance of sediment in the Central

d'Entreasteaux Basin (in conjunction with site DEZ-6), àrilling at this site

will show when arc-derived detritus first reached the basin near the drill

site. The age of the oldest rocks in the slope fan should provide good

constraints on the time of major deformation associated with uplift of the

islands and, hence, with collision. This age can he compared with the times

of magmatic outbursts and changes in ash composition to relate processes in

the forearc to those in the magmatic arc. Data from this site can also help

us establish the effect of collision on the DEZ by showing the depositional

history of the Central d'Entrecasteaux basin.

Proposed Drill Site DEZ-S: This site is located on top of the south ridge of

the DEZ (Fig. 2), where the ridge is a broad swell that stands about 1000 m

above the adjacent seafloor. Only one multichannel-seismic and one high

resolution seismic line are available across this site. On sei smic line 101
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(Fig. 11), rocks of the North Loyalty Basin, including Eocene clastic rocks

and oceanic. crus t, lie southwest of the ridge. The accretionary wedge of the

New Hebrides arc abuts the ridge on the northeast. Rocks within the ridge are

poorly reflective and subhorizontally bedded. Other sei smic data collected

over this ridge show that rocks in this ridge dip consistently north and

probably are 3 to 4 km thick. Below line 101, the poorly bedded ridge rocks

are capped by 200 to 300 m of strata that return discontinuous, high-frequency

reflections (Fig. 12).

The main purpose for drilling at site DEZ-S is to determine the type of

rock in the ridge to understand the processes involved in collision. We will

compare rocks at the site with those within the Bougainville Spur. Data from

this site will help us understand why the south ridge has produced greater

slope deformation than the north ridge and why the style of accretion differs

greatly in the collision zone. Drilling here would establish the age,

lithology, and induration of rocks in the south ridge for comparison to

similar data from the north ridge. This comparison may indicate the role

ridge composition plays in the modification of forearc areas by collision.

The south ridge is part of the provenance of sediment in the Central

d'Entrecasteaux Basin, and a study of sediment provenance may yield an

indication of when the arc and basin first came together. Finally, data from

this site would show whether present concepts about the great disparity in

genesis of the DEZ's two ridges are correct.

proposed Drill Site DEZ-6: This site is within the Central d'Entrecasteaux

Basin close to the north ridge of the DEZ (Fiy. 2). Only one multichannel

seismic and one high resolution seismic line across this site are available.

Seismic line 102 (Fig.13) shows that sedimentary rocks at the proposed site
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are about 1 km thick and thicken toward the New Hebrides arc. They overlie an

irregular basement surface; inasmuch as the north ridge of the DEZ is composed

of MORB, the irregular basement surface is probably the top of basalte

The main reason for drilling in this basin is to establish the time when

.~-

the Central d'Entrecasteaux basin and the PEZ first came close

together.

• ~_, .... li \ C_1 fIl \ ...
. l

This time is critical to unraveling events in the evolution of the

intra-arc basin and magma tic arc and illustrating how processes governinq this

evolution are modified by collision. The age and composition of rocks from the
. 4
\

arc would be known from drilling at propose site DEZ-3; 'located on the large

submarine fan that forms the lower arc slope in this basin. The composition

of debris from the ridges of the DEZ would be known from the drilling at sites

DEZ-l and DEZ-5, located on the north and south ridges of the DEZ,

respecively. The time when arc-derived detritus first mixed with debris from

the DEZ would approximate the time when basin and arc were close.

Evolution of the Magmatic Arc and Development of Intra-Arc Basins

We propose to drill at three sites within the summit basins of the New

Hebrides arc to investigate the processes active during the development of

intra-arc basins and the evolution of the magma tic arc (Pig. 15). One major

goal of this proposed drilling program is to compare the evolution of basins

and volcanoes near the collision of the DEZ and arc with similar features

outside of this zone. This comparison will show how collision modifies the

development of shallow and deep parts of the island arc. Moreover, the New

Hebrides arc may have undergone a flip in the polarity of subduction Jring

the last 10 Ma, and drilling at these sites may show how this flip affected

magma genesis. As the collision of the DEZ and arc may have begun just 2 Ma.

ago, the polarity flip and the collision appear to have been separated in
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time, and we may he able to separate the effects each of these events exerted

on the development of the island arc.

Proposed Drill Site IAB-1: This site is located within the North Aoba Basin

(Fig. 15), which lies heneath significantly deeper water than does any other

basin near this arc's summit. Crossing rnultichannel and high-resolution

seismic lines are available for this site as are gravity and magnetic data.

Although seismic-refraction data suggest that sedimentary rocks in this basin

are about 5 km thick, seismic reflection data show basin geology only down to

the travel time of the water bottom multiple (Figs. 16 and 17). The deepest

rocks evident in seismic-reflection data are about 3 to 4 km below the

seabottom and are mainly flat lying beneath the basin. Their attitide within

the western basin flank is uncertain, but within the eastern flank they dip

west, toward the basin axis. These deepest rocks have been dated with great

uncertalnty as early or middle Miocene, on the basis of seismic

stratigraphy. Over the flat lying rocks is a submarine fan that progrades

from the west, from the high standing Espiritu Santo Island. This fan

probably includes upper Miocene and Pliocene strata, as suggested by a

comparison of onshore and seismlc stratigraphy. Rocks above the fan blanket

the western flank of the basin, dip less steeply toward the basin than do

strata in the fan, and show evidence for widespread slumping. These rocks may

he Pliocene and possibly Quaternary. They are overlain at an abrupt angular

unconformity by rocks that onlap the lowest part of the western basin flank.

This angular contact is probably overlain by Quaternary rocks and suggests

that th5s basin underwent a period of rapld subsidence. The onlapping rocks

are strongly reflective, and gravity cores show that the rocks contain much

jvolcanic ash and Holocene microfossils.
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The main reason for drilling at site IAB-1 is to increase understanding

of the processes involved in the development of an intra-arc basin that is

within the region affected by arc-ridge collision. One main objective is to

determine the timing of the basin subsidence and the paleobathymetry and aoe

of rocks above and helow the angular unconformity. The age of this

unconformity will he compared to our best estimate of the time when collision

began. The volume and chemistry of volcanic ashes recovered at this site will

indicate what relationships exists between arc-ridge collision and magma tic

evolution and whether a major change in magma source occurred as would he

expected from a flip in the polarity of subduction. Basin development and

magmatic-arc evolution can he compared for areas within and outside of the

region affected by collision to separate "nor.mal" arc processes from the

"anomalous" effects of collision.

Proposed Drill Site IAB-2: Site IAB-2 is located on the eastern flank of the

North Aoba Basin, along the horst from which Pentecost and Maewo Islands

protrude (Fig. 15). Only one multichannel and one hiqh-resolution seismic

reflection line cross this site. In outcrop along the islands of Maewo and

Pentecost are Mîocene and younger clastic and volcanic rocks and ophiolite.

The ophiolite may indicate that back-arc oceanic crust was obducted cnte the

arc, or the ophiolite may be part of the arc's basement. Reflections from the

deepest rocks (of questionahle early or middle Miocene age) observed in

seismic sections from the North Aoba Basin rise and thin gradually eastward

within the eastern flank (Figs. 18 and 19). The shallow basin fill pinches

out more sharply than do deep strata. Even the shallowest basin fill is

deformed into small anticlines.
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The main purpose for drilling at this site is to sample the deepest basin

units, which are at shallow depth within this flank. From these rocks we can

determine the evolution of the magma tic arc and basin before the heginninq of

arc-ridge collision. Information from this site and from IAB-1 will yield a

composite stratigraphie record that straddles chronologically the collision

and may predate the hypothesized flip in subduction polarity. From this

record, changes in volcanism and basin sedimentation can he investigated and

related to regional tectonic events. These data are crucial to unraveling the

effect of collision on the arc. Furthermore, data from this site may show

when debris from the ophiolite on Pentecost Island were first deposited in the

basin, yielding a minimum age for emplacement or exposure of these rocks.

Data from this site will also he used in conjunction with the results from the

site located in the Torres-Santa Cruz basin to compare basin evolution inside

a collision zone with that outside.

Proposed Drill Site IAB-3: This site is located within the Torres-Santa Cruz

basin (Fig. 15), where the sedimentary fill is about 5 to 6 km thick, hased on

seismic-refraction data. The oldest rocks in this basin are probably of early

ta middle Miocene age, inasmuch as such rocks are exposed locally on islands

fringing the basin. Crossing multichannel and high-resolution seismic lines

are available for this site as are gravity and magnetic data. Low structural

and volcanic ridges bound this intra-arc basin on the east and west, with the

basin forming a broad sag inbetween. Rocks within this basin are defarmed

only locally by faults and small anticlines (Figs. 20 and 21). The

sedimentary rocks in the basin return only moderately continuous reflections,

suggesting the presence of highly variable lithology. Rocks less than 500 m

belaw the seafloor overlie a strong reflecting horizon, which may mark the

base of the Quaternary.
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The main reason for drilling at site IAB-3 is to obtain reference data on

the development of the intra-arc basin away from the collision of the DEZ and

arc. Specifie drilling objectives include basin subsidence rate and lithology

and age of basin fille The chemical and temporal variation of volcanism away

from the collision zone is important to understanding the evolution of the

magma tic arc.

Back-Arc Tectonics

We propose to drill four sites in the back-arc are a of the New Hebrides

island arc to investigate the processes that cause back-arc troughs to forme

Drilling in the central part of the troughs would indicate whether the initial

stages of back-arc magmatism results from the activity of the island arc, from

an early stage of oceanlc accretion, or from contamination of the arc's

magmatic reservoir by material produced during the oceanic accretion. One

hole will be drilled ta provide a reference geologic section that shows the

magmatic evolution of the southern part of the New Hebrldes arc. Data from

other sites should indlcate the age of rlfting, reveal the timing and tectonic

relationship of the island arc to development of the North Fiji Basin, and

assist in establishing the time of initial collision of the DEZ with the arc.

Only single channel data from llnes AUS 112 and AUS 113 are presented,

however, 12-channe l da ta are also avallable. A proposa l for fundi ng the

processing of these lines will be submitted to the French agencies by the

beginning of 1985. During OCtober and November, 1985, the research vessel the

J. Charcot (Seapso project) will obtain a detailed single-channel survey of

the drill sites proposed herein. Sea beam data and dredge hauls will also be

collected.
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proposed Drill Site BAT-1: This site is located on the eastern slope of the

New Hebrides island arc, southeastward of Efate island, where water is about

1000 m deep (Figs. 21 and 22). A single-channel seismic line is available for

this site as are magnetic data.

Seismic line AUS 113 (Figs. 22 and 23) shows that weil bedded strata,

attaining a maximum thickness of 500 m, overlie a strong reflector (Fig. 24),

and the entire reflective series dips generally to the east. The strong

reflecting horizon probably delimits the top of Upper Pliocene rocks because

such rocks (The Pumice Formation) are exposed on Efate Island.

The main reason for drilling at this site is to ohtain reference data on

the development of the southern New Hebrides arc, away from the bdck-arc

tensional zone and the DEZ collision zone. Drilling deeper than the main

strong reflector would provide information about the pre-late Pliocene

geologic history of this portion of the arc. Results from this site will be

compared to results from sites within the back arc troughs and with site IAB-1

and IAB-3 to help answer such questions as: is the southern New Hebrides

subduction zone younger than that of the northern New Hebrides, and has the

hypothesized flip in polarity of subduction influenced the southern part of

the new Hebrides island arc, as could be inferred from a major change in the

chemistry of volcanic ash deposits?

Proposed Alternate Drill Site BAT-2: This alternate site is located at the

crest of the south New Hebrides arc, midway between Efate and Erromango

Islands (Fig. 22). One single-channel sei smic line crosses this site (line

AUS 408; Fig. 25) and shows that a thick, well-stratified sequence lies within

a summit basin of the southern arc. A small submarine volcano, Mont Volcain,

lies in the middle of the basin. On the western part of the line, a horst
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lying under shallow water (100 m) deformed and uplifted the thick basin fill

(Fig. 26). An angular unconformity truncates beds where uplift was

greatest. The unconformity is covered by Recent deposits probably related to

the emergence of the horst.

The main reasons for drilling at this site are the same as for site BAT

1. At alternate site BAT-2, however, the drill will encounter thinner recent

sediment than observed on line AUS 113, and will penetra te older rocks than

those below site BAT-l. Although the reflections observed on line 408 are

more difficult to follow toward the back-arc province than on line AUS 113,

site BAT-2 should provide data on the lithology and age of the uplift of the

horst. These data will he compared with results from drill sites IAB-l and

IAB-) to establish whether the summit basins evolved differently

longitudinally along the arc.

Proposed Drill Site BAT-3: This site is located in the small flat-bottomed

back-arc trough east of Efate Island (Fig. 2). Crossing single channel lines

are available for this site, as are magne tic data.

Sei smic line AUS 11) (Fig. 27) shows an angular unconformity at the top

of old arc-slope sediment that has been dropped downward into the graben.

Thus, this trough was a major trap for arc-derived sediment since the

initiation of back-arc extension.

The purpose for drilling at this site is to investigate the age of the

unconformity ta determine when back-arc extension began. Rocks penetrated at

proposed site BAT-) will include not only the strong reflector from the

unconformity, but also the pre-rift arc-slope deposits. Results from site

BAT-) will be most informative when used in conjunction with results from

sites BAT-l and BAT-4 to explore the pre-rift geologic history of the arc.
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Proposed Drill Site BAT-4: This site is located in the wide back-arc trough

east of Efate island (Fig. 22). Crossing single channel lines are available

for this site as are magnetic data.

In the back-arc trough, line AUS 113 (Fiq. 23 and 28) shows a few weak,

disrupted reflectors that contrast not only with the well layered deposits

covering the seafloor of the adjacent North Fiji Basin but also with the thick

sedimentary pile that blankets the eastern arc slope and caps the horst

located immediately to the west of the trough. Thus, the sedimentary

sequence, which originates from the arc, has been down dropped and deformed by

back-arc extension. Inasmuch as the lithosphere as a whole is rifted,

intruded mantle material may he encountered by the drill as suggested by the

highly irregular magnetic field measured over the trough.

The main reasons for drilling at site BAT-4 are to determine the nature

and degree of deformation of trough strata, as well as to determine whether

these strata are intruded by dikes or interbedded with volcanic si11s. If

such vo1canic rocks are present, their chemistry may indicate the stage of

oceanization of the troughs. Development of this back arc trough, and its

magmatic evolution can be compared with results obtained in the northern back

arc trough (drill site BAT-5).

Proposed Drill Site BAT-5: This site is located in the wide back-arc trough

north of the collision of the DEZ and northeast of the Bank islands (Fig.

29). Crossing single channel lines are available for this site as are

magnetic data. This trough is similar in size and characteristics to the wide

trough, located east of Efate, where proposed drill site BAT-4 is located.

Seismic line AUS 112 (Figs. 30 and 31) shows only weak and incoherent
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reflections from rocks near this site. In the eastern part of the trough,

numerous hyperbolic events suggest that lava flows may he interbedded with

sediment. A few weak reflections from below the probable volcanic rocKs

suggest that sedimentary rocks lie at depth. In contrast to the thin fill in

this trough, the North Fiji Basin contains 1000 m of strongly reflective and

weIl bedded sediments.

The purpose for drilling at site BAT-S is to test whether the trough has

been oceanized. This test entails examining the products of magmatism to show

whether they are related either to an incipient oceanic spreading center or to

island-arc magrnatism. The stage of back-arc evolution may not he the same

north and south of the collision zone of the DEZ, nor may rifting of the back

arc province and collision of the DEZ he coeval. These relationships can be

investigated using data obtained at this site.

Existing Geophysical and Geological Data Base

Many marine geophysical investigations have been taken pla~e in and

around the New Hebrides Island arc. Much of these data are available and have

recently been examined during the ANZD5 (Australia, New Zealand, and D.5.)

Tripartite investiqation in the region. These data consist of the following:

1. Single channel sei smic reflection profiles - Magellan Petroleum

Australia, Ltd., 1969.

2. Multi-channel seismic reflection profiles - Mobile ail Co., early

1970.

3. Multi-channel seismic reflection profiles - Gulf ail Co., early 1970.

4. Single channel seismic reflection profiles - Institut Francaise

Petrole with CEPM (Comite d'Estudes Petrolieres Marines) and ORSTüM
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/ (Office La Recherche Scientifique et Technique OUtre-Mer) - Austradec

- l, 1972.

5. Multi-channel seismic reflection profiles - Western Geophysical,

1973.

6. Single channel seismic reflection profiles - Woods Hole Oceanography

Institution, R/V Chain, 1973.

7. Single channel seismic reflection profiles - ORSTOM-CCOP/SOPAC,

Geovan investigation, R/V Vauban, 1980.

8. Multi-channel seismic reflection profiles - USGS under ANZUS

Tripartite-CCOP/SOPAC investigation, R/V Lee, 1982 and 1984.

9. Single channel seismic reflection profiles - ORSTOM-CCOP/SOPAC

investigation, R/V Coriolis, 1982.

During the ANZUS Tripartite investigations the following data were

collected and have been interpreted.

'. Multi-channel seismic reflection profiles - L4-82-SP and L5-84-SP,

R/V Lee, 1982, 1984.

2. Single channel seismic reflection profiles - L4-82-SP and L5-84-SP,

R/V Lee, 1982, 1984.

3. High resolution, Uniboom, seismic reflection profiles.

4. High resolution, 3.5 kHz seismic reflection profiles.

5. 12 kHz bathymetric profiles.

6. Magnetic profiles

7. Gravity profiles

8. Dredge samples

9. Gravity core samples
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Geography of the southwest Pacific Ocean near the New

Hebrides island arc (Vanuatu).

Location of proposed sites DEZ-1 through DEZ-6 to be

drilled mainly to investigate arc-ridge collision.

Figure 3. Seismic line 104 showing location of si te DEZ-1 .

Figure 4. Detail of site DEZ-1.

Figure 5. Sei smic line 100 showing location of site DEZ-2.

Figure 6. Detail of site DEZ-2.

Figure 7. Seismic line 107 showing location of site DEZ-3.

Figure 8. Detail of site DEZ-3.

Figure 9. Seismic line 12 showing location of site DEZ-4.

Figure 10 • Detail of site DEZ-4.

Figure 1 1 • Seismic line 101 showing location of si te DEZ-S.

Figure 12 • Detail of site DEZ-S.

Figure 13. Seismic line 102 showing location of si te DEZ-6.

Figure 14. Detail of site DEZ-6.

Figure 15. Location of proposed sites IAB-1 throuqh IAB-3 to be

Figure 16.

Figure 17.

Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Figure 20.

drilled malnly to investigate evolution of an intra-arc

basin and magmatic arc and the possibility of a flip in

subduction polarity.

Seismic line 19 showing locations of sites IAR-1 and IAB-2.

Detail of site IAB-1.

Detail of site IAB-2.

Seismic line 121 showing location of si te IAB-3.

Detail of site IAB-3.
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Figure 21.

Figure 22.

Figure 23.

Figure 24.

Figure 25.

Figure 26.

Figur~ 27.

Figure 28.

Figure 29.

Figure 30.

Figure 31.

Map showing the location of the back-arc troughs and

Austradec CAUS) profiles.

Bathymetry of the southern troughs showing drill sites BAT

1, -2, -3, and -4 seismic lines AUS 113 and AUS 408.

Location shown on Fig. 21.

AUS 113 single channel seismic line with magnetics

anomalies. Location shown in Fig. 2.

Detail of line AUS 113 showing drill site BAT-1.

AUS 408 single channel sei smic line with magnetics

anomalies. Location shown in Fig. 2.

Detail of line AUS 408 showing drill si te BAT-2.

Detail of line AUS 113 showing drill si te BAT-3.

Detail of line AUS 11 3 showing drill site BAT-4.

Bathymetry of the Northern troughs showing dri 11 site BAT-5

on line AUS 11 2. Location shown on Fig. 2' •

AUS 112 single channel seismic line with magnetics

anomalies. Location shown on Fig. 9.

Detail of line AUS 112 showing Drill site BAT-S.
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General Objective: rnvestigate the processes
involved in arc-ridge collision.

neral Area;
si tion:
:ernate Site:

Central New Hebrides arc
166

0
21.7'E, 15

0
19.2'S Thematic Panel interest:

Regional Panel interest:

TCHP, SOHP
WPAC

~cific Objectives: To drill through the lowerl'lost accretionary wedge \'lhere the north ridge of
; DEZ is subducting. Drilling data will show the al'lount of rnaterial stripped from the ridge,
, effect of ridge composition on the type of slope structures fo~ed, and the approximate
~e when arc-ridge collision began.

ckground Information:
~egJOnal Data;
Seismic profiles: Crossing multichannel and high-resolution seisrnic lines

Other data: Bathymetrie, gravity, and l'lagnetic data

ite Sur vey Data - Condueted by: u.s. Geological Survey
l)ate: 1984
Main results: The top of the north ridge of the DEZ can be traced benea~h the Im,'er slope,

showing that thlS ridge is being subducted.

>erationaJ Considerations

3ter Depth: (m) 2130 Sed. Thickness: (m) Total penetration: (m) l300

ReentryxSingle Bi t
_-A.-_

Rotary Drill~Double HPC ---

lture of sediments/rock anticipated: Unconsolidated to seni-consolidated sediTTlentar'l rocks and
possibly volcanic rocks at the bottom of the hale.

eather conditions/window: Cyclone season is Febru2\ry through 'la.'J.

~rrj toria! jurisdiction: Vanuatu

~h er:

ecjal reqwrements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

oponent.:
. '-:'13",1 Fisher

,-'~,lc ?ark,9~,j25

1 :0-.:":::'-7108

Jean-Yves Colla":
ORSTŒl
Noumea
New Caledonia

Date submitted to JOIDES Office:
H. Gary Greene LTacques Recv J. N. Carne~!

USGS OP~STŒ1 Rri tish Geol. SurVE
'1C'nlo Park,94(12S NQunea Londrm, Enqland
415-85G-7n4 n New Caledonia

Re\.'. 0:



General Objective: Investigate processes
involved in arc-ridqe collisinn

~nera1 Area:.
lsition:
ternate Site:

Central New Hebrides arc
l 0 • 16

0
01':-66 40.5 E, .:-> Thematic Panel interest:

Regional Panel interest:
TCHP, SO!IP
\~PAC

ccifie Objectives: Drill through a shallow, parallel-bedded sequence to deterMine the time when
ssible obduction occurred. Drillinq into rocks would show whether rocks in the Bougainville
ur are obducted oceanic crust or defonmed ridge rocks. This inforMation will help us
dcrstand what type of accretir~11 or deformation accompanies arc-ridqe collision.

ekground Information:
:eg.ional Data:.
Seismic profiles: Crossing mul tichannel and high-resolution seismic lines.

Other data: Bathy~etric, gravity, and magnetic data.

Îte Sur vey Data - Conducted by: u.s. Geological Survey
Date: 1984
Main results: The Bougainville spur miCJht be cOMposed of obductinq oceanic crust, rocks of the

south ridge of the DEZ, or island arc rocks.

crationaJ Considerations

"ter Depth: (m) 1100 Sed. Thickness: (m) 700 Total penetration: (m) 300

'e Double HPC
---

Rotary Drill ---.lL.- Single Bit ..----X.- Reentry _

ture of sediments/rock anticipated: seMi-consolidated and consolidated rock.

ather conditions/window: Cyclone seasan is rebruary throuC"lh t1ay.

-r i torial jurisdiction: Vanuatu

-cial requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

Date submitted to JOIDES Office:
Recy H. Garv Greene J.N. Carnoy

USGS British Geol. Survev
~1en 10 Park, 940:::' c, Lorda!"'., Eng land

4.5-856-7040

Noumea
~le',: Ca ledonia

Jacques
ORST011

t-1ichae l Fisher
USGS
Menlo Park,94J25
415-85G-7~08

,panent:
:llî-Yves Collot

ji:'~3.

..; Caledonia
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General Obj~tive: Investigate the processês
involved in arc-ridge collision

,eneral Area.:
osition:
Iternate Site:

DEZ-3

Central New Hebrides arc
166

0
21.7'E, 15

0
19.2'S Thematic Panel interest:

Regional Panel interest:
TCH?
\'lPAC

>ec.ific Objectives: To drill through rocks at the base of the slope where the south ridqe of
lE DEZ is subducting. These rocks may be obducting oceanic crust or ridge rocks, or they
,y be deformed arc rocks. This information will help show the style of deformation or
'cretion that accompanies arc-ridge collision.

lCkground Information:
~egional Data:
Seismic profiles: Crossing mul tichannel and high-resolution seisr:lic lines.

Other data: Bathynetric, gravity and magnetic dnta

iite Sun'ey Data - Conducted by: u.s. Geological Survey
Date: 1982 and 1984
Main resul ts: Oceanic rocks rise from abyssal depth tOl"ard the arc, suggesting that these

rocks may be obducting.

'>eration.aJ Considerations

ater Depth: (m) 3890 Sed. Thlckness: (m) 850 Total penetration: (m) 1000 m

Reentry _xSingle Bit
--'-=---

Rotary Drill __x_Double HPC
---

PC

ature of sediments/rock antidpated:

eather candi tions/wlndow: Cyclone season February throuqh May

:rritorial jurisdiction: Vanuatu

:ne:-:

~ciaJ requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

Date submitted to JOIDES Office:oponent:
~chs.:l Fisher

-1':1- ?ark,940:::'S
1S-:~G-7108

Jean-Yves Collot
ORSTO~1

Noumea
New Caledonia

H. Gary Greene
USGS
tlen 10 Park, 940::' 5
415-856-7049

Jacques Recy
()RSTIJ~l

Noumèa
New Caledonia

J . t~. Carney
British Geol. Survl
Lor.don,Enqland
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DEZ-4 General Objective: Investigate processes
involved in arc-ridge collision

îeral Area:
;i tion:
.crnate Site:

Central New Hebrides arc
166

0
35 S'E 15

0
4?l'5. , - Thematic Panel interest.: TCHP, SOHP

Regional Panel interest HPAC

~ofic Objectives: Drill through lower slope rocks betweon the ridqes of the DEZ, whcre the
wer slope is blanketed by a trenchward prograding fan. The age of the oldest rocks in the
Il will give the time when major deformation associated with arc-ridge collision began.
illing data will also support sediment provena~ce studies by showing the type of debris

.éd from the arc to the Central d'Entreasteaux Basin. This provenance data will be used to
IF date the time of collision.

ckground Information:
.egionaJ Data:
Seismic profiles: Crossing ~ultichannel and hi1h-resolution seismic lines.

Other data: Bath~'metric, gravity, and fTlagnetic data .

.ite Survey Data - Conducted by: U.S. Geological Survey
Date: 1982, 1984
Main results: Lower trench slope is made up of a submarine fan the progrades trenchward and is

only mildly deformed by thrust faults.

>erationaJ Considerations

ater Depth: (m) 3000 Sed. Thickness: (m) 14r:J0 Total penetration: (m) 1500

Reentry ---Single Bit ----,""X,--_xRotary Drill
-----'-'--

Double HPCPC

ature of sediments/rock anticipated: Semiconsolidated sedimentary rocks

eather conditions/window: Cyclone season is February through ~u,"y.

~rritorial jurisdiction: Var.uatu

t her:

>ccia] requ..irements (Staffing, insrrurnentation, etc.)

-----------------

roponcnt:
. Gary Greene
SGS
e::10 lJark ,94025
1>3=,:)-7J49

Michael Fisher
USGS
[1enlo Park,940:::'5
415-856-7108

Date submitted to JOIDES Office:
Jean-Yves Collot Jacques Pecy J.:;. Carney
ORSTOf-l ORS':'Ol1 Br J tiS!1 GeaI. Sury

Noumea Nounea Lond0n, Enqland
lJew Ca led.cl;, ia new Caled"r:ia

Re\'.



General Objective: Investiqate processes
involved in arc-ridge collision

lera! Area:
ition:
ernate Site:

Central tlew Hebrides arc
166

0
30.2'E, 15

0
52.6'S Thematic Panel interest:

Regional Panel interest
TCHP, SOHP
HPAC

uric Objectives: Drilling here will help determine what effect ridqe composition has on the
'le of deformation that occurs in collision zones, whether south-ridge rocks have been
!ucted anto the arc's slope, and what type of sediment would be derived trom the south
J(J'>. Sed iment provenance studies may he Ip determine when the arc and ridqe came close

1ether.

ckground Information:
.egional Data:
Seismic profûes: A multichannel and a hiqh-resolution seisMic line aeross the site.

Other data: Bathymetrie, gravity, and maqnetic data .

.ite Sur vey Data - Condueted by: u.s. Geological Survey
ùate: 1984
Main results: The south ridge of the DE~ is covered by 300-480 m cf sedirnentary rock that

overlie ridge rock that are poorly reflrctive .

.:>erational Considerations

ater Depth: (m) 360:] Sed. Thickness: (m) 400 Total penetration: (m) GWJ

PC Double HPC --- Rotary Drill x Single Bit _x__ Reentry ---
ature of sediments/rock anticipated: Semi-consolidated sedimentary rocks and volcnnic (?) and

volcaniclastic rocks.
eather conditions/window: Cyclone season i5 February throuoh ~'a';.

errjtorial jurisdiction: Vanuatu

t her:

p!cial requirements (Staffing, insuu'llentation, etc.)

."-----------

Ir0r.onc,nt: ,
~lcha~~ Flsher
LJSGS
~~~10 ?ark,94025

415-2':· -7hi8

H. Gary Greene
USGS
Menlo Park,94025
415-856-704C1

Oate submitted to JOIDES Office:
Jean-Yves Collot Jacques Recy J. il. Cc1rnc~/

ORSTOii ()05T0'~ Rr i tish Geol. Sun
Noumea t;o~eél. Lor.don, En'1land

Ne\,,' ~aL,:~donia
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General Obj~tive: Investiqa te processes
involved in arc-ridge collision

enera1 Area:.
)si tion:
tcrnate Site:

Central New Hebrides arc
16S

o
S7.S'E, lSo32.1'S Thematic Panel interest:

Regional Panel interest:
TCHP, SCJ!lP

~-JPAC

-cufie Objectives: Drill throuqh fill in the Central d'Entrecasteaux nasin ta deterr'line when
e basin and the arc first ca~e close together. O~her sites will show the types of sediment
rived from the DEZ and arc ta allow separation of arc-derived component.

lckground Information:
t egional Data:
Seismie profiles: A multichannel and a high-resolution seismic line.

Other data: Bathymetric, gravity, and ~aqnetic data.

i te Sur vey Data - Conducted by: u. S. Geological Survev
Date: 1984
Main results: The d'Entrecasteaux Basin is filled with about l km of sedi~ent that overlies

pre sumed HORB basemen t.

erational Considerations

Iter Depth: (m) 3400 Sed. Thiekness: (m) 950 Total penetration: (m) 1000

Double HPC --- Rotary Drill x Single Bi t __x_ Reentry ---

ture of sediments/roek anticipated: Semi-consolidated rod:s and probable ~ORB at bottor1.

~a ther condi tions/window: Cyclone season is February throuqh Mav.

rritor:al jurisdiction: Vanuatu.

ner:

:ual requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

)ponent.:
chael Fisher

:GS

'rllo Park,94025
;:56-7103

Jean-Yves Collot
ORSTor1
Noumea
New Caledonia

Date subrni tted to JOIDES Office:
lI. Garv Greene JaCClues Recv J. 'J. Carney
USGS ORSTO'l Sri tish GeaI. Sur'Je
~1enlo Park, 9<1025 Nour1ea Lonèr)n, Enr,land
415-856-7049 New ra1edonia
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General Objective: 1) Investiqate t!1e evoletion
of an intra-arc basin, and the maqmatic arc
near the arc-ridge collision, and 2) the
subduction-polarity reversaI.

neral Area:.
:Jsi tion:
!ternate Si te:

Central New Hebrides arc
167

0
35.0'E, 14

0
47.5'5

167
0
43.1'E, 14

0
44.0'5

Thematic Panel interest:
Regional Panel interest:

TCHP, 50HP
l'lPAC

>ec.ific Objectives: To deterr.Üne whether the aGe of a major unconformi tv wi thin the North l\oba
~in correlates with the time of arc-ridqe collision, showinq perhaps how collision modifies
e Evolution of an intra-arc basin. The chemistry of volcanic ashes may show how maqmatic-arc
ocesses are modified by collision and help to determine when and whether subduction polarity
lpped.

lCkground Information:
~egional Data:.
Seismic profiles: Crossinq mul tichanne land high-resolution lines.

Other data: Bathymetrie, gravity, and magnetic data.

;i te Sur vey Data - Conducted by: u. 5. Geoloqical Survey
Date: 1982
Main results: Thick basin fill includes ù major unconformity that marks the onset of maior

basin subsidence.

:>erational Considerations

a ter Depth: (m) 3075 Sed. Thickness: (m) 1000 Total penetration: (m)

xDouble HPC ---
Rotary Drill ---

Single Bi t x
---

Reentry _

lture of sediments/rock anticipated: Semi-consolidùted sedimentarv rocks.

ea ther condi tions/window: Cyclone season is February throu'Jh ~1ay.

~rritorial jurisdiction: Van'Jatu

he:-:

ecial reguirements (Staffing, instrurnentation, etc.)

oponent:
G3"y Greene

~.-

~ichael Pisher
USGS
~~nlo Park, 94025
41 S-S56-7Hl.S

Date subrni tted to JOIDES Office:
J.U. Carney David l\. F~avey

British Geol. Survey BMR
Londo~, England Canberra, l\ustrali~
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GcneraJ Obj~tive: Investiqate 1) the evolution
of an intra-arc basin and the magrnatic arc
near the arc-ridge collision, 2) the subduc
tion-polarity reversaI.

~neraJ Area:. Central New Hebr ides arc
lsition: 167

0
55.0'E,14

0
38.35

ternate Site:
Thematic Panel interest:
Regional Panel interest:

TCIlP, 50HP
WPAC

.cci{ic Objectives: Drilling at this site would sample the deep fiJ,l in, the Aoba basin to give a
mposite stratigraphie section (with data from site rAB-l) that stràddies chronologically the
c-ridge collision and possible flip in subduction polarity. Basin history and evolution of
e magmatic arc during this time of unsteady geologic environment can be studied.

Ickground Information:
~eg.ional Data:.
Seismic profiJes: A multichannel and a high-resolution seismic line.

Other data: Bathymetrie, gravity and magnetic data.

Deep-basin strata rise to shallow depth in the eastern flank of the North Aoba
basin.

i te Sur vey Data - Conducted by:
l)ate: 1982
Main results:

U.S. Geological 5urvey

>erational Considerations

1ter Depth: (m) 2600 Sed. Thickness: (m) 1000 Total penetration: (m) 1000

Reentry ---Single Bit -.X...-xRotary Drill
---"~-

Double HPC ---

lture of sediments/rock anticipated: Semi-consolidated sedimentary rocks

~ather condi tions/window: Cyclone season is rebruary through May.

-rritorial jurisdiction: Vanuatu

her:

<:ciaJ reguirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

-------~~-~-_.----

Canberra, Australia

oporlCnt:
,;::haE:l Fisher
:>:;5
):;lG ?ark,94025
i. 5- 8 :;: .:; - 71 0 8

H. Gary Greene
USGS
1-1enlo Park, 940::' 5
415-856-7049

David A.
BMR

Date subrni t tcd to JOIDES Office:
Flavey J.N. Carney

Britlsh Geul.S~rv.

London, England

A. 11acfarlanè
3ritish Geol. Sl
Lo:1don, England
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GeneraJ Objective: Investigate 1) the evolution
of an intrn-arc basin and the magna tic arc
away from the collision of arc and ridge, and
2) the subduction-polarity reversaI.

~neral Area:.
sition:
tcrnate Site:

Central New Hebrides arc
167

0
04.7'E, 12

0
51.6'S Tnematic Panel interest:

RegionaJ Panel interest:
TCHP, SOHP
\'JPAC

erjfic Objectives: This si te is outside of the arc-ridge collision zone, sa i twill provide a
ference for hales drilled within the collision zone. Basin development and magmatic arc
~lution within and outside of the collision zone can be compared.

ckground lrUormation:
egional Data;
Seismic profiles: Crossing mul tichannel and high-resolution seismic lines.

Other data: Bathymetric, gravity, and magnetic data.

Thick basin fill incluàes an unconformity tLat may correlate with the one in th
North Aoba basin.

ite Sur vey Data - Condueted by:
Date: 1984
Main results:

cratiorla1 Considerations

U.S. Geologica1 Survey

"ter Depth: (m) 1900 Sed. Thickness: (m) 1500 Total penetration: (m) 1500

'C Double HPC --- Rotary Drill x
---''-'---

Single Bit _,-,-X_ Reentry ---

ture of sediments/rock anticipated: Semi-consolidated sedimentary rocks.

a:her conditions/window: Cyclone seas on lS February through May.

~ritor;al Jurisdiction: Vanuatu

,er:

~c.ia1 requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

-----_._---- ----------

)ponent:
Ga ~.: Gree ;;e

GS
·nl r :'ark,94J25

Michael Fisher
USGS
Menlo Park,c)4025

Date submitted to JOIDES Office:
David A. Falvey J.N. Carney A. nacfarlane
Blm British GeaI. Surv. British GeoI.Su
Canberra, Australia London, England London, Enc1anè

7"
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~ ._._._O_D_P_S_l_T_E PROPOSAL SUM:"iARY FOR...,. ......

-oposed Si te:

~ra1 Area:
>sitiOll:
.terrlate Si te:

BAT 1 / BAT 2

Southern New Hebrides arc
168° 52 1 E, 17° 57

1
5 S

168 0 39,5 , 18° 16 1 S

General Objective: Invest; gate the evo1ut ion
of the back arc troughs and of a young
magmatic arc

Thematic Panel interest: SOHP TECP
Regional Panel interest: WPAC

-.edficObjectives: This site is outside of both the back arc tensional zone and the
arc-ridge collision zone, thus it will provide a reference on the
development of the southern New Hebrides arc away from back-arc and
arc / r;dge coll ision zone.

ckground Information:
'.egiooal Data: .
Seismic profiles: Cross l ng si ngl e channel se i smi c 1i nés

Other data: Unprocessed 12 channels seismic lines, bathymetric, gravity, seismic
refraction and magnetic data

îte Survey Data - Conducted by: ORSTOM / IFP
Date: 1972-1982
Main results: The arc is covered by a tilted stratified sedimentary sequence.

This include an angular unconformity probably outlined by an an erosional
surface

erational Considerations

ter Depth: (m) 1000 m Sed. Thickness: (m) 1300 m Total penetration: tn) 1500 m

C Double HPC __ Rotary Drill X Single Bit _X_ Reentry _

ture of sediments/rock anticipated: Semi consol idated rocks and volcaniclastic rocks

ather conditions/window: Cyclone season i.s December trough April

rltorial jurisdiction: VANUATU

1er:

~aJ requirements (Staffîng, instrumentation, etc.)

tponent:
Réey J. Daniel rI. r10nzier

ORSTml
BPr, 5
NaUMea New Caledonia

Date submi tted to JOIDES Office:
H.G. Greene M.A. Fisher
us::;s
34:1 r1i d:Jlc f i'~ ld RaaJ
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•• "ODP SITE PROPOSAL SUMMAR y fORM·""

General Objective: Investigate the back arc
processes

~r~ Ar~ Southern New Hebrides arc
)SÎtion: 169 0 05'5 E, 17 0 54 S
terrlate Site:

Thematic Panel interest:
RegiooaJ Panel interest:

LITHP SOHP TECP
WPAC

ecificObjectives: Drilling this site will help to determine when extension began. This
will be correlated with Arc/Ridge collision time and magmatic pulses
of the arc.

ckground Information:
egional Data:
Seismic profiles: Crossing single channel seismic lines

)therdata: Unprocessed 12 channels seismic lines, bathymetric, gravity and magnetic
da ta.

te Survey Data - Condueted by: ORSTüM / l FP
)a:e: 1972-1982
.\al" results: Seismic profile displays an angular unconformity between old arc slope

sediments down dropped in the trough and more recent sedimentary deposits.

:rational Considerations

er Depth: (m) 2100 m Sed. Thickness: (m) 1500 m Total penetration: (m) 1500 m

Double HPC Rotary Drill X Single Bi t _X_ Reentry

Jre of sediments/rock anticipated: Semi consol idated rocks and volcaniclastic rocks

ther conditions/window: Cyclone season is December trough April

i tDrial jurisdiction: VANUATU.

r:

al requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

I()ent: Date submi tted to JOIDES Office:
.~=:/ M. Monzier P. Maillet Jean-Yves Collot t1.A. Fisher

ORSTOM uses
BP,"\ 5 3.:J5 t1.:.Jdlc.'fleld Road
Noumea, tJew Caledc1nlcl f1enlo "'ark, C!, 94:J25

l7:=:.'\

~:,
, 1

.,



-oposed Site: BAT 4 General Objective: Investigation of the back
arc processes

~al Area: Southern New Hebrides arc
)Sition: 169

0
20, 5 E, 17

0
49' 8 S

ltenlate Site:
Thematic Panel interest.:
Regional Panel interest:

LITHP SOHP TECP
{-JPAC

~fic Objectives: Drilling the central part of the seismically active back-arc will

show the chemical composition and age of volcanic rocks that

were injected into the trouqhs during the initial stage of formation of

new oceanic crust. The age of the sedimentary section associated with

the volcanic rock will help date the onset of back-arc extension.

lckground Information:
tegional Data:
Seismic profiles: Crossing single channel seismic Unes

Other data: Unprocessed 12 channel seismic Une, bathymetric, gravi ty, ma<Jnetic and
seisrnic refraction data

.jte Survey Data - Coodueted by: ORSTOM/IFP
Date: 1972 -1982
\1ain results: Seismic lines show weak, disrupted reflections from rocks wi thin the

trough that contrast with the well layered deposits covprin~ rhc seafloor
on both sides of the trough. Magnetic anomalies measured over the trouqh
suggest the presence of igneous rocks.

>erational Considerations

Her Depth: (m) 2600 m Sed. Thickness: (m) ? Total penetration: (;11) 500 - 1500 m

Double HPC Rotary Drill __x_ Single Bit __x_ Reentry _. _

lture of sedirJ."lents/rock anticipated: Volcaniclastics rocks, lava flows and volcanic si l1s.

~a ther candi tions/ window: Cyclone season is Decernber through April

rri torial jurisdiction:

.her:

VANUATU

ecial requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

oponCflt.: Date submi tted ta JOIDES Office:

~alllet M. Monzier J. Recy H.C. Greene M.T" Fisher

ORS':'OM
BP rIS

Noumea New Caldeonia

lI.S.C.S.
34S ~iddleficld Rcad



* * ·ODP SlTE PROPOSAL SUMMAR y FORM +. •
General Objective:

•

Investigation of the
back arc process

~a1 Area:
JSition:
tenlate Site:

Southern New Hebrides arc
167

0
57' E, 13

0
15' S Thematic Panel interest:

Regional Panel interest:

LITHP SOHP TECP
WPAC

ecific Objectives: This site is located wi thin a back-arc trough of the Arc/Ridge collision

zone. nrilling at this site will provide information about the stage of

fornation of new oceanic crust and about the timing of the back arc extension

The stage of formation and timing for the troughs north and south of the

collision zone can be compared.

ckground Information:
.egional Data:
Seismic profiles: Crossing single channel seisrnic linè.

Other data: Unprocessed 12 channel seisrnic line, bathyrnetric, and rnagnetic data.

Îte Survey Data - Condueted by: ORSTOM/IFP
Date: 1972-1982'
Main results: Viell developed trough contains rnany weak, incoherent reflectors as

well as a possible lava flow. The trough is flanked by well stratified
seciinentarv seC"1\lenCRS li'lyin,:", on the aTc slo;:>e and on the North l'·.i.ji basin crus

erational Considerations

ter Depth: (m) 2550 m Sed. Thickness: (m) ? Total penetration: (;n) 500 to 1500 In

xC Double HPC Rotary Drill --- Single Bit __x_ Reentry

ture of sediments/rock anticipated: Volcaniclastic rocks, lava flows and volcanic sills

ather condi tions/window: Cyclone season is December through April

'rit-orial jurisdiction:

1er:

VANUATU

cial requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

ponent: Date submitted to ]OIOES Office:

J. R.ecy p, ~1aillet ~1. Monzier M.P.. Fisher H.G. Greene

0RSTO~1

BP AS
NOUDea, Ne .... Caledonia

U.S.G.S.
3~S Middlefielè Road
Me:îlo Park Cl.., " ....



•• "OD? SITE PROPOSAL SUMMARY fORM· ....

BAT 5 General Objective: Investigation of the
back arc process

eneral Area:
;,sition:
1terrlate Site:

Southern New Hebrides arc
1670 57' E, 13

0
15' S Thematic Panel interest:

Regional Panel interest:
LITHP SOHP TECP
WPAC

>ecific Objectives: This site is located within a back-arc trough of the Arc/Ridge collision

zone. Drilling at this site will provide information about the stage of

fomation of new oceanic crust and about the tiMing of the back arc extensior

The stage of formation and tiMing for the troughs north and south of the

collision zone can be compared .

.ckground Informatian:
~egional Data:
Seismic profiles: Crossing single channel seismic line.

Other data: Unprocessed 12 channel seismic line, bathymetric, and magnetic data.

ite Survey Data - Conducted by: ORSTOM/IFP
Date: 1972-1982'
Main results: \-lell developed trough contains many weak, incoherent reflectors as

weIl as a possible lava flow. The trough is flanked by weIl stratified
serti.nentarv ~e(,<l\encps lrlyin,:" 01" the arc slo;'Je and on lhe North Fl.ji basin ClUS

erational Considerations

ter Depth: (m) 2550 m Sed. Thickness: (m) ? Total penetration: (in) 500 ta 1500 r.1

'---- Double HPC Rotary Drill _x_ Single Bit __X_ Reentry _

:ure of sediments/rock anticipated: Volcaniclastic rocks, lava flows and volcanic si Ils

lther conditions/window: Cyclone season is Decernber through April

r j tor ial jur isdiction:

er:

VANUATU

:ial requirements (Staffing, instrumentation, etc.)

>onent: Date submitted ta lOIDES Office:

r. Recy ~1. Monzier M.A. Fisher H.G. Greene

(\HSTO~I

BP A5
NOUDea, t-l e 1-' Caledonia

V.S.G.S,
345 Middlefiel~ Hoaè
Me::lo Park c.r" ", .....
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